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Gmat sentence correction questions pdf
The GMAT Sentence Correction questions are designed to test your proficiency in the English language. They will evaluate your ability to express ideas clearly and concisely, with correct grammar. Our Sentence Correction practice questions are challenging, so take your time. Detailed explanations are provided once you submit your answer. This free GMAT
Sentence Correction practice test is great for test prep. Directions: Each of these GMAT sentence correction practice questions presents a sentence, some or all of which is underlined. Below the sentence you will find five ways of phrasing the underlined part. Option A always repeats the original phrasing, while the other four are different. Choose the answer
that produces the most effective sentence based on the requirements of standard written English. Your answer should make the sentence clear, exact, and grammatically correct. Congratulations - you have completed . You scored %%SCORE%% out of %%TOTAL%%. Your performance has been rated as %%RATING%% Your answers are highlighted
below. There are 10 questions to complete. Next Practice Test: Sentence Correction Practice Test 2>> More Practice Tests: More Verbal Tests>> Quantitative Tests>> Integrated Reasoning Tests>> Main Menu>> Question Difficulty: Hard | Intermediate | Easy Hard Practice Questions Cost Troubles Musical Legacy Grasping History Park Upkeep Promises
Broken Depression Recovery A Delicious Dilemma A Gripping Book OLC Memo East African Elections Noble Gases Going, Going, Gone Land Loss Chicken Gizzards Cat Noise Intermediate Practice Questions Legal Writings The Government's Argument Extra Cost New Management Solicitor General Political Decision Indexing Algorithms Leaving Home
Limited Liability Employment Search Eavesdropping Authorization Polluted Water Exeter Recycling 9-0 Ruling Home Foreclosure Flood Historical Regard AMD Growth The Battle of Bull Run Differing Arguments Indefinite Detention Economic Programs Homer's Anger Policy Tension Important Choices Opinion Rejected Glucose Uptake Reporting Optimism
Regulation Debate Easy Practice Questions Comparing History Micro-Targeting It Felt Like Home Ancient Art Stressful Problems Urgent Warnings Nuclear Showdown Lion Coaching Mediolanurn Meeting A New Deal Endangered Land August Writings It is our opinion that working practice questions is an essential part of cementing your understanding of the
rules of grammar and mastering GMAT prep. Consequently, we are happy to provide these 50 quality free practice GMAT sentence correction questions along with detailed explanations. Based upon our research and data algorithms, we sincerely believe that these proprietary custom-written problems afford a thoroughly realistic means of learning and
practicing the grammatical concepts tested on the GMAT. Reading Time: 12 minutesLast Updated on March 31, 2021Studying GMAT Sentence Correction can be a nerve-racking experience for test takers, so it’s no surprise that everyone is looking for shortcuts, secrets, and tricks that will “crack” the GMAT SC code. There is plenty of advice out there about
how to master GMAT Sentence Correction, but the truth is, gimmicks won’t earn you a high GMAT Verbal score, and in some cases, relying on shortcuts may even hurt your score. How can shortcuts hurt your GMAT Verbal score? Well, much like GMAT Quant, GMAT Verbal tests the level of sophistication of the thinking you use when you answer
questions, so memorizing rules alone isn’t enough to take your Sentence Correction skills from basic to advanced. There are, however, some must-know strategies that all GMAT students can put into practice to ensure that they’re attacking GMAT Sentence Correction questions in a smart, efficient way. In this article, I’ll share 8 essential tips for
understanding and ultimately mastering Sentence Correction. Whatever stage of studying GMAT Verbal you’re in, these tips will be invaluable for helping you approach Sentence Correction questions. Much like GMAT Quant, GMAT Verbal tests the level of sophistication of the thinking you use when you answer questions. Earn a Higher GMAT Score Start
Studying With TTP Today! GET STARTEDTip #1: Learn and Practice One Topic at a Time.There are numerous concepts to learn for GMAT Sentence Correction, and numerous ways each concept can be tested. So, if you start off doing mixed-concept problem sets, jump right into answering practice questions without fully learning the concepts on which
those questions are based, or skip straight to the hardest concepts without shoring up your foundational skills, your Verbal prep will be disorganized and inefficient, and you’ll quickly hit a wall.In fact, you can apply this tip to your GMAT preparation in general: You will learn more and learn faster if you take a topic-by-topic approach, starting with basic
concepts and progressing in a linear fashion to more advanced ones.Furthermore, expecting to perform well on Sentence Correction questions without FIRST mastering the concepts on which those questions are based is unrealistic. You need to learn as much as you can about a particular SC topic, and then answer numerous, realistic practice questions to
drill what you’ve learned about that topic, instead of just bulldozing through dozens of random practice questions as your method of learning.After learning a particular Sentence Correction topic, engage in focused practice with 30 or more questions involving that topic. As your skills improve and you learn about other SC topics, practice with questions that test
you on concepts from multiple topics. Keep in mind that if your foundational knowledge is fairly strong, you may move through more basic concepts and questions relatively quickly, but don’t fool yourself into thinking that you can skip over an “easier” SC topic (for example, subject-verb agreement) altogether. Remember, the GMAT can come up with some
pretty tricky ways to test basic concepts.TTP PRO TIP:Take a topic-by-topic approach to your SC study, learning as much as you can about a particular topic, and then answering 30 or more realistic practice questions involving that topic.For more on how students truly master GMAT topics, check out our article on the learning phases of GMAT
preparation.Tip #2: Meaning Matters!There is no denying that you won’t get very far in GMAT Sentence Correction if you don’t know grammar rules. However, too often, students rely on grammar as the sole determinant of which answer choices are correct and which are incorrect in GMAT SC questions. And you know what? The GMAT test-makers are
hoping you’ll do just that!Sometimes, incorrect answers in Sentence Correction are perfectly grammatical, yet they convey illogical or nonsensical meanings. Unfortunately, many GMAT students focus on finding grammatical errors in order to eliminate answer choices while neglecting to analyze the sentence meaning. Don’t allow yourself to fall for this trap.
It’s very easy to get stumped deciding between two answer choices because you failed to consider each sentence’s meaning or to choose a wrong answer because it’s grammatically correct, and you didn’t notice that it makes no sense.Of course, your knowledge of grammar rules will allow you to spot common SC errors such as subject-verb agreement
errors, pronouns without logical antecedents, and dangling modifiers. Spotting those grammatical errors will allow you to quickly eliminate certain answer choices. However, any time you don’t find a “slam dunk” reason (or two) to eliminate an answer, you should ask yourself, “What is the meaning conveyed by this version of the sentence if I read it literally?
Does that meaning make sense?” Furthermore, when you think you have a correct answer, double-check the meaning conveyed by that version of the sentence to ensure that the meaning is logical.You know that grammatically incorrect answers are incorrect; just don’t assume that grammatically correct answers are automatically correct.TTP PRO
TIP:Analyze the sentence versions created by answer choices not only for grammatical errors but also for illogical meanings.Tip #3: Plug Each Answer Choice into the Full Sentence.A surefire way to spot both violations of grammar rules and errors in meaning is to plug each answer choice into the full sentence. The reason this is such an essential tactic is
that the underline in a Sentence Correction question (i.e., the portion of the sentence that is different in each answer choice) is strategically placed to make some incorrect answers look correct if you don’t read them in context.You have to read each sentence version as a whole. If you look at an answer choice in isolation, you’re likely to miss or forget some
aspect of the non-underlined portion of the sentence that makes that answer choice incorrect. GMAT test-takers have committed countless careless mistakes by reading the full sentence only when they first see an SC question, and then relying on memory when evaluating which answer choice will create a correct sentence. Often test-takers use that method
because they feel pressed for time, and often they end up missing errors that they would have easily recognized had they plugged the answer choice into the full sentence.If you look at a sentence version only in pieces, you can miss big-picture issues, such as illogical sentence structures that convey nonsensical meanings or violate grammar rules.
Identifying such issues may be well within your skill set; however, by not taking the full context into account, you “give away” questions you could otherwise answer correctly, thus lowering your GMAT score. So, don’t make the mistake of ignoring the non-underlined portion of the sentence.TTP PRO TIP:Don’t make the mistake of ignoring the non-underlined
portion of the sentence or relying on your memory of what it said. Plug each answer choice into the full sentence. Earn a Higher GMAT Score Start Studying With TTP Today! GET STARTEDTip #4: The “Original” Sentence is Not Special.Some GMAT students get the impression that the sentence in an SC question stem conveys the “true” or intended
meaning of the correct sentence, or that answer choices that deviate significantly from the “original” sentence will not be correct. In reality, all answer choices should be weighed equally. Choice (A) does not set a standard for the sentence meaning or structure that must be followed by the correct answer. In fact, in many Sentence Correction questions, all
five answer choices provided are quite different from one another. A correct answer choice may create a sentence version that conveys a meaning that is very different from the meaning created by choice (A), or incorporate a word or phrase that didn’t appear in choice (A) (or eliminate one that did).So, you must resist the urge to view the meaning of the
sentence in the question stem as the “real” or “correct” meaning. There is no intended meaning that the correct sentence version has to express. The correct version will be the one that most effectively expresses a logical meaning.TTP PRO TIP:The sentence meaning expressed by the “original,” choice (A), version is not the “intended” meaning that the
correct sentence version must convey. All answer choices have equal weight and should be considered equally.Tip #5: Correct Answers Don’t Have to Be Perfect.Often, the correct answers to GMAT Sentence Correction questions push the boundaries of what is acceptable or logical. Thus, you have to look for the best version of the sentence, not a perfect
version. The best version of the sentence will be the one with the most logical sentence meaning and structure out of all the versions. In other words, you’re looking for the version that is better than the other versions, but “better than the rest” doesn’t necessarily mean that you couldn’t come up with a cleaner, more straightforward way to write the sentence.
You’ll find that, in many SC questions, none of the answer choices create “ideal” or flawless sentences. The answer choice that is most concise, for example, may be grammatically incorrect in context or convey a ridiculous meaning. A sentence structure that seems a little more awkward than some others may be the only one that creates a sentence version
that is both logical and grammatically correct.Ask yourself, if correct answers to Sentence Correction questions always looked and sounded perfect, would finding them be much of a challenge for anyone?TTP PRO TIP:Correct Sentence Correction answers are not perfect answers; they’re simply the best of the available choices.Tip #6: Don’t Get Stuck on
What “Sounds Wrong.”A common trap in Sentence Correction questions is that correct answers sound a little “off.” Sentence Correction question writers frequently use quirky wording or phrase answer choices in a way that doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue. After all, they don’t want the correct answer to be completely obvious to everyone. Similarly, SC
answer choices may contain wording that is commonly used in colloquial speech but is incorrect on the GMAT. Let’s look at a basic example:Review of company reports, like statements of cash flows, balance sheets, and quarterly income statements, often reveal inconsistencies in a company’s accounting practices.company reports, like statements of cash
flows, balance sheets, and quarterly income statements, often revealsuch company reports as statements of cash flows, balance sheets, and quarterly income statements often revealscompany reports, like statements of cash flows, balance sheets, and quarterly income statements, often reveals company reports such as statements of cash flows, balance
sheets, and quarterly income statements often revealsuch company reports like statements of cash flows, balance sheets, and quarterly income statements often revealsNow, you may know from your GMAT Verbal study that, in Sentence Correction, “like” is used for comparisons, while “such as” is used to introduce examples. However, it is very common in
everyday conversation for people to use “like” when giving examples. In fact, you’ve probably done so yourself many times (we all have!). The GMAT test-makers know this, and also know that the phrasing in choice (B), “such company reports as,” sounds far less natural than either “company reports, like” or “company reports such as.” Choice (B), however,
is the only grammatically correct and logical answer (notice the subject-verb agreement error, “review … reveal,” in choice (D) that allows us to eliminate that choice).Don’t fall into a trap by choosing an answer “by ear.” The best-sounding choice may not be the correct answer.TTP PRO TIP:Don’t fall into a trap by choosing an answer “by ear.” The bestsounding choice may not be the correct answer.A great way to ensure that you’re not falling into traps because you’re going by what “looks right” or “sounds wrong” when you’re choosing answers is to learn to clearly articulate what the precise errors are in each wrong answer choice you see, and practice that skill again and again. If you can point to specific
errors in Sentence Correction answers and articulate why they are, in fact, errors, then you have a powerful weapon at your disposal for eliminating wrong answer choices and increasing your accuracy in Sentence Correction.You can start by becoming more aware of how you are going about answering SC questions. Are you looking for logic and details, or
are you quickly eliminating choices that sound a little off, and then choosing what seems like the best of the rest? Are you considering the meaning conveyed by each version of the sentence? Are you matching a verb to the sentence subject, and making sure that each pronoun clearly and logically refers to a noun? Although careful analysis of answer
choices may initially require devoting a good chunk of time to each practice question (far more than a mere two minutes), to develop your eye for the logical differences between SC answer choices, you have to go beyond simply answering practice questions and reading explanations, and learn to notice everything that is going on in each choice.TTP PRO
TIP:Learn to clearly articulate what the precise errors are in each wrong answer choice you see, and practice that skill again and again.Tip #8: Eliminate Non-Essential Modifiers to Pinpoint Errors.One skill that you’ll develop in studying GMAT Sentence Correction is identifying superfluous information in SC sentences. The fact is, SC sentences often contain
modifiers such as prepositional phrases, relative clauses, and appositives, that serve no other purpose in the sentence than to obscure a detail you need to see in order to answer a question correctly. For instance, an SC sentence may place several modifiers between a verb and its subject, so that you won’t easily recognize an agreement error, or use
modifiers to obscure parallelism errors.Let’s look at a couple of examples, starting with the first scenario, a subject-verb error:The complex process of sequencing DNA, the highly stable molecule that forms the building blocks of all life on earth and is the common thread that units all species, are getting ever faster, cheaper, and more compact.Notice that the
sentence’s subject and main verb are separated by a prepositional phrase, “of sequencing DNA,” and an appositive phrase, “the highly stable molecule ….” Eliminating those modifiers allows us to more easily see the subject-verb agreement error:The complex process of sequencing DNA, the highly stable molecule that forms the building blocks of all life on
earth and is the common thread that units all species, are getting ever faster, cheaper, and more compact.Of course, the plural verb “are” does not pair with the singular noun “process.”Now let’s look at an example involving a parallelism error:Hormones such as adrenaline and cortisol aid your body during a stress response by causing air passages to dilate,
by stimulating the liver to produce glucose, which is released into the bloodstream to provide energy to cells, and blood flow to the brain and muscles increases.Notice that the sentence contains a list of three items related to how “adrenaline and cortisol aid your body during a stress response”: by causing … by stimulating … and blood flow. If you didn’t
notice the parallelism error, eliminating the relative clause that separates the second and third items can help you spot the error more easily:Hormones such as adrenaline and cortisol aid your body during a stress response by causing air passages to dilate, by stimulating the liver to produce glucose, which is released into the bloodstream to provide energy
to cells, and blood flow to the brain and muscles increases.We can see that the noun “blood flow” is not parallel to the other two items in the list. Here is a possible fix:Hormones such as adrenaline and cortisol aid your body during a stress response by causing air passages to dilate, by stimulating the liver to produce glucose, which is released into the
bloodstream, and by increasing blood flow to the brain and muscles.Using your scratch paper to cross off non-essential modifiers in sentence versions can help you more quickly identify errors to eliminate wrong answer choices. Just remember to always read the full sentence also, so that you can ensure that you’re not crossing off something that was nonessential in one answer choice but is essential in another.TTP PRO TIP:Using your scratch paper to cross off non-essential modifiers in sentence versions can help you more quickly identify errors. Just be sure to also read the full sentence for each sentence version.Use these 8 essential tips to master GMAT Sentence Correction and take your GMAT
Verbal score to the next level. And if you’re looking for more ways to increase your GMAT score, check out our article on how to score 700+ on the GMAT.Happy studying! Earn a Higher GMAT Score Start Studying With TTP Today! GET STARTED gmat club sentence correction questions. gmat modifiers sentence correction questions. gmat verbal
sentence correction questions. gmat number of sentence correction questions
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